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1. INTRODUCTION
Integral equation create a very important and significant part of the mathematical
analysis and has various applications into real world problems. On the other hand,
measures of noncompactness are very useful tools in the wide area of functional
analysis such as the metric fixed point theory and the theory of operator equations
in Banach spaces. They are also used in the study of functional equations, ordinary
and partial differential equations, fractional partial differential equations, integral and
integro-differential equations, optimal control theory, etc., see [1–6, 12–16]. In our
investigations, we apply the method associated with the technique of measures of
noncompactness to generalize the Darbo fixed point theorem [9] and to extend some
recent results of Aghajani et al.[5]. Moreover, we are going to study the solvability
of the following nonlinear quadratic integral equation of the fractional order
x.t/D a.t/Ch.t;x.t//
Z t
0
.tm  sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1k1.f .t; s//x.s/ds

Z t
0
.tn  sn/ˇ 1
  .ˇ/
nsn 1k2.g.t; s//x.s/ds;
t 2 I D Œ0;1; 0 < ˛;ˇ  1; m;n > 0; (1.1)
c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where,   .:/ is the (Euler’s) Gamma function defined by   .˛/D R10 t˛ 1e tdt: Let
us recall that the function h.t;x/ involved in Eq. (1.1) generates the superposition
operator H defined by the formula .Hx/.t/D h.t;x.t// where x D x.t/ is an arbit-
rary function defined on I (cf.[7],[11]). We show that Eq. (1.1) has solutions in C.I /
which are nondecreasing on the interval I .
Recently, Samet et al. [17] obtained the following useful generalization of the Banach
contraction principle.
Theorem 1. Let .X;d/ be a complete metric space, ' WX ! RC be a lower semi
continuous function and T W X ! X be a given mapping. Suppose that for each
0 < a < b <1, there exists 0 < .a;b/ < 1 such that
a  d.x;y/C'.x/C'.y/ b
H) d.T x;Ty/C'.T x/C'.Ty/ .a;b/Œd.x;y/C'.x/C'.y/ (1.2)
for all x;y 2X . Then T has a unique fixed point x 2X:
2. AUXILIARY FACTS
In this section, we recall some notations, definitions and theorems to obtain all
results of this work. Denote by R the set of real numbers and put RCD Œ0;C1/. Let
.E;kk/ be a real Banach space. LetB.x;r/ denote the closed ball centered at x with
radius r . The symbol Br stands for the ball B.0;r/. For X , a nonempty subset of E,
we denote by X and ConvX the closure and the convex closure of X , respectively.
Moreover, let us denote by ME the family of nonempty bounded subsets of E and
by NE its subfamily consisting of all relatively compact sets. We use the following
definition of the measure of noncompactness given in [9].
Definition 1. A mapping WME!RC is said to be a measure of non-compactness
in E if it satisfies the following conditions:
(10): The family kerDfX 2ME W.X/D 0g is nonempty and kerNE ,
(20): X  Y ) .X/ .Y /,
(30): . NX/D .X/,
(40): .ConvX/D .X/;
(50): .XC .1 /Y / .X/C .1 /.Y / for  2 Œ0;1;
(60): If .Xn/ is a sequence of closed sets from mE such that XnC1  Xn.nD
1;2; :::/ and if lim
n !1.Xn/D 0; then the set X1 D
T1
nD1Xn is nonempty.
The family ker defined in axiom .10/ is called the kernel of the measure of non-
compactness : One of the properties of the measure of noncompactness is X1 2
ker: Indeed, from the inequality .X1/  .Xn/ for nD 1;2;3; :::, we infer that
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.X1/D 0. Further facts concerning measures of noncompactness and their proper-
ties may be found in [8,9]. Darbo’s fixed point theorem is a very important generaliz-
ation of Schauder’s fixed point theorem, and includes the existence part of Banach’s
fixed point theorem.
Theorem 2 (Schauder [3]). Let C be a nonempty, bounded, closed, convex subset
of a Banach space E. Then every compact, continuous map T W C ! C has at least
one fixed point.
In the following we state a fixed-point theorem of Darbo type proved by Banas´
and Goebel [9].
Theorem 3. Let C be a nonempty, closed, bounded, and convex subset of the
Banach space E and F W C ! C be a continuous mapping. Assume that there exist
a constant k 2 Œ0;1/ such that .FX/ k.X/ for any nonempty subset of C . Then
F has a fixed-point in C .
Remark 1. [9] Under the assumptions of the above theorem it can be shown that
the set F ixF of fixed points of F belonging to ˝ is an element of ker.
3. FIXED POINT THEOREM
The main result of the present paper is the following fixed point theorem which is
a generalization of Darbo fixed point theorem (cf. Theorem3).
Theorem 4. Let C be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of a Banach
space E and let ' W RC  ! RC and T W C ! C be two continuous functions such
that for any 0 < a < b <1, there exists 0 < .a;b/ < 1 such that for all X  C ,
a  .X/C'..X// b H) .TX/C'..TX// .a;b/Œ.X/C'..X//;
(3.1)
where  is an arbitrary measure of noncompactness. Then T has at least one fixed
point in C .
Proof. LetC0DC , we construct a sequence fCng such that CnC1DConv.TCn/;
for n  0:TC0 D TC  C D C0;C1 D Conv.TC0/  C D C0; therefore by con-
tinuing this process, we have
C0  C1  C2  ::: Cn  CnC1  :::
If there exists a positive integerN 2N such that.CN /C'..CN //D 0,i.e,.CN /D
0, thenCN is relatively compact. On the other hand, we have T .CN /Conv.TCN /D
CNC1  CN . Then Theorem 2 implies that T has a fixed point. So we assume that
0 < .Cn/C'..Cn//; 8n 1: (3.2)
Suppose that
.Cn0/C'..Cn0// < .Cn0C1/C'..Cn0C1// (3.3)
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for some n0 2N. In addition, by (3.2) and (3.3), we have
0 < a WD .Cn0/C'..Cn0// .Cn0/C'..Cn0//
< .Cn0C1/C'..Cn0C1// WD b:
By using (3.1), there exists 0 < .a;b/ < 1 such that
.Cn0C1/C'..Cn0C1//D .convTCn0/C'..convTCn0//
D .TCn0/C'..TCn0// .a;b/Œ.Cn0/C'..Cn0//
< .a;b/Œ.Cn0C1/C'..Cn0C1//;
which implies that .a;b/ > 1, a contradiction. This implies that
.CnC1/C'..CnC1// .Cn/C'..Cn//;
for all n 2N, that is, the sequence f.Cn/C'..Cn//g is non-increasing and non-
negative, we infer that
lim
n!1.Cn/C'..Cn//D ı: (3.4)
Now, we show that ı D 0. Suppose, to the contrary, that ı > 0. Then
0 < a WD ı  .Cn/C'..Cn// .C0/C'..C0//DW b; for al l n 0:
By (3.1), there exists 0 < .a;b/ < 1 such that
.CnC1/C'..CnC1//D .convTCn/C'..convTCn//
D .TCn/C'..TCn// .a;b/Œ.Cn/C'..Cn//:
Letting n  !1 in the above inequality and using (3.4), we get ı  .a;b/ı, which
implies that .a;b/ 1, a contradiction. Thus, ı D 0 and
lim
n!1.Cn/C'..Cn//D 0:
It follows that
lim
n!1.Cn/D 0:
Since Cn  CnC1 and TCn  Cn for all nD 1;2; :::, it follows from .60/ that
C1 D
1\
nD1
Cn
is nonempty convex closed set, invariant under T and belongs to Ker. Therefore
Theorem 2 completes the proof. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 4 is the following.
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Theorem 5. Let C be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of a Banach
space E. Let ' W RC  ! RC and T W C ! C be continuous functions. Suppose that
there exists a constant 0 <  < 1, such that
.TX/C'..TX// Œ.X/C'..X//;
for all X  C , where  is an arbitrary measure of noncompactness. Then T has at
least one fixed point in C .
Remark 2. Taking '  0 in Theorem 5, we obtain the Darbo fixed point theorem.
Theorem 6. Let C be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of a Banach
space E and let T W C ! C be a continuous operator satisfying
 Œ.TX/C'..TX//  Œ.X/C'..X// Œ.X/C'..X//; (3.5)
for any nonempty X  C , where  is an arbitrary measure of noncompactness, ' W
RC  ! RC is continuous function and  ; W RC  ! RC are given functions such
that  is continuous and nondecreasing function and  is lower semicontinuous,
.0/D 0 and .t/ > 0 for all t > 0. Then T has at least one fixed point in C .
Proof. Similarly as in the proof of the Theorem 4, by using induction we define the
sequence fCng, where C0 D C and CnC1 D Conv.TCn/; for n 0. If there exists a
positive integer N0 2N such that .CN0/C'..CN0//D 0, i.e, .CN0/D 0, then
CN0 is relatively compact. On the other hand, T .CN0/ Conv.TCN0/D CN0C1 
CN0 , then theorem 2 implies that T has a fixed point. So we assume that
0 < .Cn/C'..Cn//; 8n 1:
From (3.1), we get
 Œ.CnC1/C'..CnC1//D  Œ.convTCn/C'..convTCn//
D  Œ.TCn/C'..TCn//
  Œ.Cn/C'..Cn// Œ.Cn/C'..Cn//
  Œ.Cn/C'..Cn//:
(3.6)
On the other hand,  is nondecreasing, then
.CnC1/C'..CnC1// .Cn/C'..Cn//
that is, the sequence f.Cn/C '..Cn//g is nonincreasing and nonnegative. We
infer that
lim
n!1.Cn/C'..Cn//D ı: (3.7)
Now, we show that ıD 0. Suppose, to the contrary, that ı > 0. Passing to the (upper)
limit in (3.6), when n  !1, it follows that
 .ı/  .ı/  liminf
n !1Œ.Cn/C'..Cn//  .ı/ .ı/;
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i.e. .ı/  0. Using the properties of  function, we get that ı D 0 which is a
contradiction. We conclude that
lim
n!1.Cn/C'..Cn//D 0;
therefore,
lim
n!1.Cn/D 0:
Since Cn  CnC1 and TCn  Cn for all nD 1;2; :::. It follows from .60/ that
C1 D
1\
nD1
Cn
is nonempty convex closed set, invariant under T and belongs to Ker. Therefore
Theorem 2 completes the proof. 
Now, the following fixed point theorem follows immediately from Theorem 6 is a
generalization of [5].
Theorem 7. Let C be a nonempty, bounded, closed and convex subset of a Banach
space E and let T W C ! C be continuous operator satisfying
 ..TX//  ..X// ..X//;
for any nonempety X  C , where  is an arbitrary measure of noncompactness and
 ; W RC  ! RC are given functions such that  is continuous and nondecreasing
function and  is lower semicontinuous, .0/D 0 and .t/ > 0 for all t > 0. Then
T has at least one fixed point in C .
4. AN APPLICATION TO EXISTENCE OF SOLUTION FOR A FUNCTIONAL
INTEGRAL EQUATION.
Let C.I /D C Œ0;1 be the Banach space of all continuous functions on I D Œ0;1
equipped with the standard norm
kxk Dmaxfjx.t/j W t  0g:
Next, we recall the definition of a measure of noncompactness in C.I / which will be
used in this Section. This measure was introduced and studied in [10]. Let X be a
fixed nonempty and bounded subset of C.I /: For x 2X and   0, denote by !.x;/
the modulus of continuity of the function x on the interval Œ0;1; i.e.
!.x;/ WD supfjx.t/ x.s/j W t; s 2 Œ0;1; jt   sj  g:
Further, let us put
!.X;/ WD supf!.x;/ W x 2Xg; !0.X/ WD lim
!0!.X;/:
Define
i.x/ WD supfjx.s/ x.t/j  Œx.s/ x.t/ W t; s 2 I; t  sg;
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and
i.X/ WD supfi.x/ W x 2Xg:
Observe that all functions belonging to X are nondecreasing on I if and only if
i.X/D 0.
Now, let us define the function  on the familyMC .I / by the formula
.X/ WD !0.X/C i.X/:
It can be shown [10] that the function  is a measure of noncompactness in the space
C.I /.
Now, equation (1.1) will be investigated under the assumptions:
(i): a W I ! RC is a continuous, nondecreasing and nonnegative function on I ;
(ii): h W I R! R is continuous function in t;x such that h.I RC/ RC and
there exists a nonnegative constant c such that
jh.t;x/ h.t;y/j  cjx yj (4.1)
for all t 2 I and all x;y 2 RI
(iii): The superposition operator H generated by the function h.t;x/ satisfies
for any nonnegative function x the condition i.Hx/  c i.x/ where c is the
same constant as in .i i/I
(iv): f;g W I  I ! R are continuous and the functions f .t; s/ and g.t; s/ are
nondecreasing for each variable t and s, separately;
(v): k1 W Imf ! RC is a continuous and nondecreasing function on the com-
pact set Imf ;
(vi): k2 W Img! RC is a continuous and nondecreasing function on the com-
pact set Img;
(vii): The inequality
M1  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/C .crCM2/kk1kkk2kr2    .˛C1/  .ˇC1/r (4.2)
has a positive solution r0 such that c kk1kkk2kr20    .˛C 1/  .ˇC 1/,
where M1 Dmaxfja.t/j W t 2 I g and M2 Dmaxfjh.t;0/j W t 2 I g:
Theorem 8. Under assumptions .i/  .vi i/, the equation (1.1) has at least one
solution x D x.t/ which belongs to the space C.I / and is nondecreasing on the
interval I .
Proof. Consider the operators F; G and T defined on the space C.I / by the for-
mulas
.F x/.t/D
Z t
0
.tm  sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1k1.f .t; s//x.s/ds;
.Gx/.t/D
Z t
0
.tn  sn/ˇ 1
  .ˇ/
nsn 1k2.g.t; s//x.s/ds;
.T x/.t/D a.t/Ch.t;x.t//.F x/.t/.Gx/.t/:
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Firstly, we prove that F and G are selfmaps on C.I /. To this end, it suffices to show
that if x 2 C.I / then Fx; Gx 2 C.I /: Fix  > 0, let x 2 C.I / and let t1; t2 2 I
(without loss of generality assume that t2  t1) and jt2  t1j  : Then we get
j.F x/.t2/  .F x/.t1/j  j
Z t2
0
.tm2   sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1k1.f .t2; s//x.s/ds
 
Z t2
0
.tm2   sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1k1.f .t1; s//x.s/dsj
C j
Z t2
0
.tm2   sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1k1.f .t1; s//x.s/ds
 
Z t1
0
.tm2   sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1k1.f .t1; s//x.s/dsj
C j
Z t1
0
.tm2   sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1k1.f .t1; s//x.s/ds
 
Z t1
0
.tm1   sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1k1.f .t1; s//x.s/dsj

Z t2
0
.tm2   sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1jk1.f .t2; s// k1.f .t1; s//jjx.s/jds
C
Z t2
t1
.tm2   sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1jk1.f .t1; s//jjx.s/jds
C
Z t1
0
j.tm2   sm/˛ 1  .tm1   sm/˛ 1j
  .˛/
msm 1jk1.f .t1; s//jjx.s/jds:
Therefore, if we denote
!k1of .; :/D supfjk1.f .t; s// k1.f .t 0; s//j W t; t 0; s 2 I and jt   t 0j  g
then
j.F x/.t2/  .F x/.t1/j  kxk!k1of .; :/
  .˛/
tm˛2
˛
C kxkkk1k
  .˛/
.tm2   tm1 /˛
˛
C kxkkk1k
  .˛/
Œ
.tm2   tm1 /˛
˛
C t
m˛
1
˛
  t
m˛
2
˛

 kxk!k1of .; :/
  .˛C1/ C
2kxkkk1k
  .˛C1/ .t
m
2   tm1 /˛:
Similarly, one can show that
j.Gx/.t2/  .Gx/.t1/j  kxk!k2og.; :/
  .ˇC1/ C
2kxkkk2k
  .ˇC1/ .t
n
2   tn1 /ˇ ;
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where
!k2og.; :/D supfjk2.g.t; s// k2.g.t 0; s//j W t; t 0; s 2 I and jt   t 0j  g:
Obviously, !k1of .; :/ ! 0 as  ! 0which is a simple consequence of the uniform
continuity of the function k1of on the set I I . Thus Fx 2 C.I /, and similar to the
previous case Gx 2 C.I /; and consequently, T x 2 C.I /. Also, we have
j.F x/.t/j 
Z t
0
.tm  sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1jk1.f .t; s//jjx.s/jds  jjk1jjjjxjj
  .˛C1/ (4.3)
for all t 2 I . On the other hand,
j.Gx/.t/j 
Z t
0
.tn  sn/ˇ 1
  .ˇ/
nsn 1jk2.g.t; s//jjx.s/jds  jjk2jjjjxjj
  .ˇC1/ : (4.4)
Linking (4.3) and (4.4) we obtain
j.T x/.t/j  ja.t/jC jh.t;x/jjFx.t/jjGx.t/j
M1C Œjh.t;x/ h.t;0/jC jh.t;0/j kk1kkk2kkxk
2
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/
M1C .ckxkCM2/ kk1kkk2kkxk
2
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/ :
Hence,
kT xk M1C .ckxkCM2/ kk1kkk2kkxk
2
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/ :
Thus, if jjxjj  r0 we obtain from assumption (vii) the estimate
kT xk M1C .cr0CM2/ kk1kkk2kr
2
0
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/  r0:
Consequently, the operator T maps the ball Br0  C.I / into itself. Next, we prove
that the operator T is continuous on Br0 . To do this, let fxng be a sequence in Br0
such that xn! x. We have to show that T xn! T x: In fact, for each t 2 I , we have
j.F xn/.t/  .F x/.t/j D j
Z t
0
.tm  sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1k1.f .t; s//xn.s/ds
 
Z t
0
.tm  sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1k1.f .t; s//x.s/dsj

Z t
0
.tm  sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1jk1.f .t; s//jjxn.s/ x.s/jds;
thus
jjFxn Fxjj  jjk1jj
  .˛C1/ jjxn xjj:
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Similarly, we have
jjGxn Gxjj  jjk2jj
  .ˇC1/ jjxn xjj:
As,
j.T xn/.t/  .T x/.t/j D
D jh.t;xn.t//.F xn/.t/.Gxn/.t/ h.t;x.t//.F x/.t/.Gx/.t/j
 jh.t;xn.t//.F xn/.t/.Gxn/.t/ h.t;x.t//.F xn/.t/.Gxn/.t/j
C jh.t;x.t//.F xn/.t/.Gxn/.t/ h.t;x.t//.F x/.t/.Gxn/.t/j
C jh.t;x.t//.F x/.t/.Gxn/.t/ h.t;x.t//.F x/.t/.Gx/.t/j
 jh.t;xn.t// h.t;x.t//jj.F xn/.t/jj.Gxn/.t/j
C jh.t;x.t//jj.F xn/.t/  .F x/.t/jj.Gxn/.t/j
C jh.t;x.t//jj.F x/.t/jj.Gxn/.t/  .Gx/.t/j
 cjxn.t/ x.t/j
Z t
0
.tm  sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1jk1.f .t; s//jjxn.s/jds

Z t
0
.tn  sn/ˇ 1
  .ˇ/
nsn 1jk2.g.t; s//jjxn.s/jds
C .cjx.t/jCM2/
Z t
0
.tm  sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1jk1.f .t; s//jjxn.s/ x.s/jds

Z t
0
.tn  sn/ˇ 1
  .ˇ/
nsn 1jk2.g.t; s//jjxn.s/jds
C .cjx.t/jCM2/
Z t
0
.tm  sm/˛ 1
  .˛/
msm 1jk1.f .t; s//jjx.s/jds

Z t
0
.tn  sn/ˇ 1
  .ˇ/
nsn 1jk2.g.t; s//jjxn.s/ x.s/jds:
It follows that
jjT xn T xj  cjjxn xjj jjk1jj
  .˛C1/
jjk2jj
  .ˇC1/ jjxnjj
2
C .cjjxjjCM2/ jjk1jj
  .˛C1/ jjxn xjj
jjk2jj
  .ˇC1/ jjxnjj
C .cjjxjjCM2/ jjk1jj
  .˛C1/ jjxjj
jjk2jj
  .ˇC1/ jjxn xjj:
This proves that T is continuous on Br0 . Consider the operator T on the subset B
C
r0
of the ball Br0 defined in the following way:
BCr0 D fx 2 Br0 W x.t/ 0; for t 2 I g:
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Obviously, the set BCr0 is nonempty, bounded, closed and convex. In view of our
assumptions .i/; .i i i/; .v/ and .vi/ if x.t/  0 then .T x/.t/  0 for all t 2 I . Thus
T transforms the set BCr0 into itself. Moreover, T is continuous on B
C
r0
: Let X be a
nonempty subset of BCr0 : Fix  > 0 and t1; t2 2 I with jt2  t1j  : Without loss of
generality assume that t2  t1. Then we get
j.T x/.t2/  .T x/.t1/j D ja.t2/Ch.t2;x.t2//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/
 a.t1/ h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t1/j
 ja.t2/ a.t1/jC jh.t2;x.t2//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/
 h.t1;x.t2//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/j
C jh.t1;x.t2//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/ h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/j
C jh.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/ h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t2/j
C jh.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t2/ h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t1/j
 ja.t2/ a.t1/jC jh.t2;x.t2// h.t1;x.t2//jj.F x/.t2/jj.Gx/.t2/j
C jh.t1;x.t2// h.t1;x.t1//jj.F x/.t2/jj.Gx/.t2/j
C jh.t1;x.t1//jj.F x/.t2/  .F x/.t1/jj.Gx/.t2/j
C jh.t1;x.t1//jj.F x/.t1/jj.Gx/.t2/  .Gx/.t1/j
 !.a;/Cr0.h;/
jjxjjjjk1jj
  .˛C1/
jjxjjjjk2jj
  .ˇC1/ C cjx.t2/ x.t1/j
jjxjjjjk1jj
  .˛C1/
jjxjjjjk2jj
  .ˇC1/
C .cjjxjjCM2/Œ jjxjj!k1of .; :/
  .˛C1/ C
2jjxjjjjk1jj
  .˛C1/ .t
m
2   tm1 /˛
jjxjjjjk2jj
  .ˇC1/
C .cjjxjjCM2/ jjxjjjjk1jj
  .˛C1/ Œ
jjxjj!k2og.; :/
  .ˇC1/ C
2jjxjjjjk2jj
  .ˇC1/ .t
n
2   tn1 /ˇ ;
where we denoted
r0.h;/D supfjh.t;x/ h.t 0;x/j W t; t 0 2 I;x 2 Œ0;r0; jt   t 0j  g:
By applying the mean value theorem on Œt1; t2, we get
jtm2   tm1 j˛ m˛jt2  t1j˛;
and
jtn2   tn1 jˇ  nˇ jt2  t1jˇ :
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Thus from the last inequality, we get
j.T x/.t2/  .T x/.t1/j  !.a;/Cr0.h;/
jjxjjjjk1jj
  .˛C1/
jjxjjjjk2jj
  .ˇC1/
C cjx.t2/ x.t1/j jjxjjjjk1jj
  .˛C1/
jjxjjjjk2jj
  .ˇC1/
C .cjjxjjCM2/Œ jjxjj!k1of .; :/
  .˛C1/ C
2jjxjjjjk1jj
  .˛C1/ .m/
˛
jjxjjjjk2jj
  .ˇC1/
C .cjjxjjCM2/ jjxjjjjk1jj
  .˛C1/ Œ
jjxjj!k2og.; :/
  .ˇC1/ C
2jjxjjjjk2jj
  .ˇC1/ .n/
ˇ ;
hence,
!.T x;/ !.a;/Cr0.h;/
r20 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/C c!.x;/j
r20 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/
C .cr0CM2/Œr0!k1of .; :/
  .˛C1/ C
2r0jjk1jj
  .˛C1/.m/
˛
r0jjk2jj
  .ˇC1/
C .cr0CM2/ r0jjk1jj
  .˛C1/ Œ
r0!k2og.; :/
  .ˇC1/ C
2r0jjk2jj
  .ˇC1/.n/
ˇ :
Thus, taking the supremum on X; we obtain
!.TX;/!.a;/Cr0.h;/
r20 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/Cc!.X;/j
r20 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/
C .cr0CM2/Œr0!k1of .; :/
  .˛C1/ C
2r0jjk1jj
  .˛C1/.m/
˛
r0jjk2jj
  .ˇC1/
C .cr0CM2/ r0jjk1jj
  .˛C1/ Œ
r0!k2og.; :/
  .ˇC1/ C
2r0jjk2jj
  .ˇC1/.n/
ˇ :
From the uniform continuity of the functions k1of and k2og on the set I I and h on
the set I  Œ0;r0 and the continuity of the function a on I , we have that !k1of .; :/!
0, !k2og.; :/! 0, r0.h;/! 0 and !.a;/! 0 as ! 0: So, let ! 0 to obtain
!0.TX/ c r
2
0 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/ !0.X/: (4.5)
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Let x 2X and t1; t2 2 I with t1 < t2: Then
j.T x/.t2/  .T x/.t1/j  Œ.T x/.t2/  .T x/.t1/D
D ja.t2/Ch.t2;x.t2//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/
 a.t1/ h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t1/j
  Œa.t2/Ch.t2;x.t2//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/
 a.t1/ h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t1/
 fja.t2/ a.t1/j  Œa.t2/ a.t1/gC jh.t2;x.t2//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/
 h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/j
C jh.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/ h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t2/j
C jh.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t2/ h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t1/j
  fŒh.t2;x.t2//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/ h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/
C Œh.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/ h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t2/
C Œh.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t2/ h.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/.Gx/.t1/g
 fjh.t2;x.t2// h.t1;x.t1//j  Œh.t2;x.t2// h.t1;x.t1//g.F x/.t2/.Gx/.t2/
Ch.t1;x.t1//fj.F x/.t2/  .F x/.t1/j  Œ.F x/.t2/  .F x/.t1/g.Gx/.t2/
Ch.t1;x.t1//.F x/.t1/fj.Gx/.t2/  .Gx/.t1/j  Œ.Gx/.t2/  .Gx/.t1/g
 i.Hx/ r0jjk1jj
  .˛C1/
r0jjk2jj
  .ˇC1/ :
The above estimate implies that
i.T x/ c i.x/ r
2
0 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/ ;
and consequently,
i.TX/ c r
2
0 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/i.X/: (4.6)
From (4.5) and (4.6) and the definition of the measure of noncompactness , we
obtain
.TX/D !0.TX/C i.TX/
 c r
2
0 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/ !0.X/C
c r20 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/i.X/
 c r
2
0 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/.!0.X/C i.X// c
r20 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/.X/:
Now, taking into account the above inequality and the fact that
c
r20 jjk1jjjjk2jj
  .˛C1/  .ˇC1/ < 1 and applying Remark 2, we complete the proof. Also, such
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a solution is nondecreasing in view of Remark 1 and the definition of the measure of
noncompactness  given in Section 2. 
In what follows we illustrate the above obtained result by the following example.
Example 1. Consider the following functional integral equation of fractional order
x.t/D 1
5
t3C 2tx.t/
5.1C t /
Z t
0
2s
  .1
2
/
p
t2  s2 Œ
1
8
.tC s/C 1
4
x.s/dsZ t
0
3s2
  .1
3
/ 3
p
.t3  s3/2
.tCps/2
12
x.s/ds; (4.7)
where t 2 I . In this example, we have a.t/ D 1
5
t3 and this function satisfies as-
sumption .i/ and M1 D 15 : Here f .t; s/D 14
p
tC s and g.t; s/D t Cps and these
functions satisfies assumption .iv/: Let k1 W Œ0;
p
2
4
! RC and k2 W Œ0;2! RC be
given by k1.y/D 2y2C 14 and k2.y/D 112y2, then k1 and k2 satisfying assumptions
.v/ and .vi/ with jjk1jj D 12 and jjk2jj D 13 . Moreover, the function h.t;x/D 2tx5.1Ct/
satisfies hypothesis .i i/ and
jh.t;x/ h.t;y/j  1
5
jx yj
for all x;y 2R and t 2 I . Moreover, the function h satisfies assumption .i i i/. Indeed,
taking an arbitrary nonnegative function x 2C.I / and t1; t2 2 I such that t1  t2; we
obtain
j.Hx/.t2/  .Hx/.t1/j  Œ.Hx/.t2/  .Hx/.t1/
D jh.t2;x.t2// h.t1;x.t1//j  Œh.t2;x.t2// h.t1;x.t1//
D j 2t2x.t2/
5.1C t2/  
2t1x.t1/
5.1C t1/ j  Œ
2t2x.t2/
5.1C t2/  
2t1x.t1/
5.1C t1/ 
 j 2t2x.t2/
5.1C t2/  
2t2x.t1/
5.1C t2/ jC j
2t2x.t1/
5.1C t2/  
2t1x.t1/
5.1C t1/ j
  Œ 2t2x.t2/
5.1C t2/  
2t2x.t1/
5.1C t2/C
2t2x.t1/
5.1C t2/  
2t1x.t1/
5.1C t1/ 
 2t2
5.1C t2/ jx.t2/ x.t1/jC j
2t2
5.1C t2/  
2t1
5.1C t1/ jx.t1/
  2t2
5.1C t2/ Œx.t2/ x.t1/  Œ
2t2
5.1C t2/  
2t1
5.1C t1/ x.t1/
 2t2
5.1C t2/fjx.t2/ x.t1/j  Œx.t2/ x.t1/g 
2t2
5.1C t2/ i.x/
1
5
i.x/:
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In this case the first inequality (4.2) of assumption .vi i/ has the form
1
5
  .
3
2
/  .
4
3
/C 1
30
r3    .3
2
/  .
4
3
/r;
and this admits r0 D 1 as a positive solution. Moreover,
c jjk1jj jjk2jj r20 D
1
5
1
2
1
3
:1 <   .
3
2
/   .
4
3
/D 1
2
  .
1
2
/
1
3
  .
1
3
/:
On the other hand, we have   .1
2
/D 1:77245 and   .1
3
/D 2:67893: Then Theorem 8
guarantees that equation (4.7) has a nondecreasing solution.
Corollary 1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 8 be satisfied (with m D n D 1),
then the fractional-order quadratic integral equation
x.t/D a.t/Ch.t;x.t//
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1
  .˛/
k1.f .t; s//x.s/ds

Z t
0
.t   s/ˇ 1
  .ˇ/
k2.g.t; s//x.s/ds;
has at least one solution x 2 C.I /.
Corollary 2. Let the assumptions of Theorem 8 be satisfied (with h.t;x.t//D 1),
then the fractional-order quadratic integral equation
x.t/D a.t/C
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1
  .˛/
k1.f .t; s//x.s/ds :
Z t
0
.t   s/ˇ 1
  .ˇ/
k2.g.t; s//x.s/ds;
has at least one solution x 2 C.I /.
Corollary 3. Let the assumptions of Theorem 8 be satisfied (with k1D k2D I;˛D
ˇ;f D g;a.t/D 0), then the fractional-order quadratic integral equation
x.t/D Œ
Z t
0
.t   s/˛ 1
  .˛/
f .t; s/x.s/ds2;
has at least one solution x 2 C.I /.
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